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Abstract   Finite Element Analysis (FEA) has gained an extensive application 
in the medical field, such as soft tissues simulations. In particular, colorectal sim-
ulations can be used to understand the interaction with the surrounding tissues, or 
with instruments used in surgical procedures. Although several works have been 
introduced considering small displacements, as a result of the forces exerted on 
adjacent tissues, FEA applied to colorectal surgical scenarios is still a challenge. 
Therefore, this work aims to provide a sensitivity analysis on three geometric 
models, taking in mind different bioengineering tasks. In this way, a set of simula-
tions has been performed using three mechanical models named Linear Elastic, 
Hyper-Elastic with a Mooney-Rivlin material model, and Hyper-Elastic with a 
YEOH material model. 
Keyword Finite Element Analysis; Soft Tissues Simulation; Surface Modeling; 
Computer Assisted Surgical Planning. 
Introduction 
In the recent past, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) has increased its applications in 
medical field, in particular to make preoperative plans and simulations of surgery, 
[1]. Soft tissues simulations, such as colorectal simulation, may be adopted to un-
derstand the interaction with surrounding tissues, as well as the effect of instru-
ments used in surgical procedures. In this way, FEA may improve the surgical 
procedure, also optimizing or designing new instruments for robot-assisted laparo-
scopic or other minimally invasive surgeries [2]. Moreover, FEA is a virtual proto-
typing tool for the preoperative plan, according to the particular characteristics of 
the patient involved in the surgery [3].  
Modeling the mechanical behavior of tissues and reproducing geometrical condi-
tions are of the utmost importance for the accuracy of a FEA. In this paper, we are 
going to discuss these topics applied to colorectal surgical scenarios. More in de-
tail, we are going to investigate how material properties and geometrical changes 
of the organ will have effect on the strain-stress distributions achieved by FEA.  
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In the next Section, the paper introduces the state of the art concerning FEA in soft 
tissues and related investigation about material models that are suitable to capture 
their behavior. Section 3 presents the geometric models analyzed in the work and 
their FEA set-up, while Section 4 presents the achieved results. Three case studies 
are investigated in this paper, with the aim of simulating the interaction between a 
surgical instrument and part of the colorectal tissue. Finally, in Section 5 we dis-
cuss the conclusion and guidelines for future works. 
 
Related works  
To correctly evaluate stress-strain with FEA, it is necessary to know the mechani-
cal behavior and soft tissue geometry. The mechanical properties of a given tissue 
can be measured either “in vivo” or “ex vivo”. In literature [4], the effects of dif-
ferent testing conditions were studied and an artificial environment was created to 
mimic the “in vivo” environment. Therefore, many laboratory tests have been per-
formed to determine the mechanical properties of soft tissues in both people and 
animals [5]. Colon and surrounding tissues have a mechanical behavior that is 
non-linear visco-elastic [8], but, due to the difficulty to perform the laboratory 
tests, some works, as [6] and [10], have performed some mechanical behavior ap-
proximations from elastic-linear to hyperelastic material models.  
Nevertheless, simplified material models, like for example an elastic-linear one, 
can be used in some bioengineering FEA according to its simulation goals. More 
in detail, elastic-linear model is applied for training of new surgeons through vir-
tual reality. Hyperelastic models are necessary when major accuracy is requested 
in the stress-strain evaluation like in preoperative planning, to reproduce and un-
derstand phenomena as, for example, tissue detachment, implant analysis 
[3,11,12,13]. 
Considering colorectal tissue, studies based on destructive test have determined 
that, from the statistical point of view, the colorectal tissue can be assumed to be is 
an isotropic tissue [3]. In order to reduce the complexity problem, some authors 
assume a simplified mechanical behavior of the tissue, called Linear Elastic (LE). 
It provides a linear approximation of the stress-strain behavior through the Hook 
law. [3,7,14,15] 
More accurate models, able to describe real tissue are Hyper-Elastic with a 
Mooney-Rivlin material model (HE-MR), and Hyper-Elastic with a YEOH mate-
rial model (HE-Y). They are phenomenological material models used in FEA to 
analyse large deformations of materials, such as rubber [16]. Non linearity is cap-
tured by describing the stored energy in the reference volume unit of material, in 
terms of strains, through the invariants of the Green deformation tensor [17]. Fig-
ure 1 (taken from [9]) gives an overview of how HE-Y works in terms of force-
displacement. In this case, non linearity is captured by a third-order polynomial 
that is based only on the first invariant, I1, of the Green deformation tensor. 
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Figure 1. Mechanical behaviour of the tissue in its Hyperelastic approximation. 
Table 1 provides information about material parameters, with corresponding 
meaning and material properties values, as derived by literature for colorectal 
simulations. 
Table 1: Parameters used in the simulation of colorectal tissues. 
Method Parameter  Description 
EL [10] E=5.18 MPa Young modulus 
   
HE-MR [1] C10=0.085 MPa Hyper-Elastic – Mooney-Rivlin 
 C01=0.0565 MPa  
   
HE-Y [12] C10=0.088 MPa Hyper-Elastic - YEOH 
 C20=3.092 MPa  
 C30=2.871 MPa  
 
Definition of the case studies 
• Geometric models 
The case studies investigated in this paper represent two simplified geometric 
models and one real geometric model, which has been obtained from segmented 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images. All of them have lengths related 
with the anatomical data of the colorectal tissue of the closer area to the sigmoid 
colon. 
MRI were acquired by means a 1.5 T scanner (Sonata Siemens, Erlangen, Germa-
ny), with a phased-array body surface coil. A 3D manual segmentation has been 
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processed by means of Slicer3D, version 4.5 [18], according to Data Imaging and 
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) procedures. Specifically, in order to ob-
tain 3D images, the expert has to move the cursor through the boundary of the 
segmented region of interest and he can fill all the space enclosed in, by applying 
a set of reference-standard algorithms and graphical tools. The boundary was de-
lineated by following the rule that a pixel belongs to the region of interest when it 
is included in at least two out of the three delineations drawn by the expert. Gen-
erally speaking, manual segmentation is employed when tumor and colorectal 
zone were revised with the assistance of radiologists before segmentation. In fact, 
recent studies focused on rectal cancer suggested that 3D anatomical imaging 
segmentation, obtained from DICOM of MRI, could contribute in the definition of 
the circumferential resection margins and in the pre-operative assessment of the 
tumor regression grade following chemo-radiation treatment [19]. 
From the acquired data, the length of the entire colon is about 1500 mm. For our 
analysis and simulations, we choose to take a part of it, placed in the zone between 
the sigmoid area and the rectum area. This part has length about 100 mm (7% of 
the entire colon). In this colorectal zone, the average outer diameter of the intes-
tine is about 25 mm. 
The first geometric model, Plane Surface (PS) (Figure 2), is the most simple, as-
suming the tissue as a planar surface. It is assumed to be completely in contact 
with the tool that simulates the surgical grasper. PS dimensions are 100 mm for  
length and 

   39,3	

 for width (this value is found considering an ideal 
semi-cylinder with an outer diameter of 25 mm).  
 
 
Figure 2: Plane Surface (PS), in blue, and related applied load, in green. 
 
The second geometric model is a Cylindrical Surface (CS) (Figure 3). It is an ide-
alization of the colorectal tissue geometry modeled with an outer diameter of 
25mm and a length of 100 mm, as in the previous case. This model corresponds to 
a geometry in a position prior to the interaction with the surgical grasper, that, in 
the simulations, is assumed to be a rigid body. 
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Figure 3: Cylindrical Surface (CS). 
 
The third geometric model represents a real surface of colorectal tissue derived 
from MRI (MRIS), (Figure 4). The 3D model, as obtained by the segmentation, 
has been imported in CATIA to be checked and optimized. Outliers deletion and 
hole recovery were necessary to model, via NURBS, the colorectum surface, as 
shown in Figure 4. NURBS modeling has been made in CATIA, starting from the 
stl tesselation of the 3D model and adopting reverse engineering techniques for 
free-form modeling [20]. 
 
 
Figure 4: MRI Surface (MRIS). 
 
• FEA set-up 
FEA has been carried out in the Hyperworks environment, through OptiStruct and 
RADIOSS solvers. OptiStruct has been used for the PS case study, taking into ac-
count the latest step of the real clamping process. It concerns with the compression 
of the soft tissue caused by the grasper tightening. RADIOSS has been used to an-
alyse tissue deformation during surgical grasper motion in case of CS and MRIS 
case studies. According to this distinction, loads have been applied following two 
different schemes. The first one represents a distributed force acting like the 
grasper tightening (load#1); the second one is a force exerted on the tissue by the 
contact with the surgical grasper during its motion (load#2). The value used for 
load#1 and load#2 come from experimental data that recommend a value of 
  8


 [21], suitable for manipulating soft tissues without tearing. CS and 
MRIS simulations are considered empty, since patient's preoperative plan asks for 
emptying digestive system before the surgical operation. Table 2 summarizes in-
vestigated conditions related to material models, solver and geometric models (the 
HE-Y model is not implemented in RADIOSS so CS and MRIS are analysed only 
with LE and HE-MR). 
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Table 2: Conditions of material models, solver and geometric models 
Geometric 
model 
LE HE-MR HE-Y Load condition Solver 
PS X X X Load#1 OptiStruct 
      
CS X X  Load#2 RADIOSS 
      
MRIS X X  Load#2 RADIOSS 
 
Boundary conditions, similar to real behaviour, are difficult to define. Support 
structures, such as ligaments and fasciae, are not clearly distinguishable from clin-
ical images. In order to recreate constraints similar to the conditions on the tissue 
when performing colorectal surgery, simplification of the boundary conditions has 
been performed at the ends of the geometries, releasing rotations in all axes, and 
displacement along colon axial direction. 
PS model has been discretized, in OptiStruct, using 3D elements (hexahedral ele-
ments) [5] (Figure 5a). CS and MRIS models were discretized, in RADIOSS, us-
ing Shell elements (quad, 4 nodes) [5] (Figure 5b and 5c). Shell elements have a 
wall thickness of approximately 1.2 mm, according to the data found in [5], which 
is considered constant throughout the entire geometry.  
Since one of the goals of the paper is the understanding of mesh effects on stress-
strain results, we have considered different lengths of elements, which directly in-
fluence in the number of elements used in each geometric model. With this, we 
can identify the minimum element length necessary to achieve reliable results with 
minor computation efforts. The number of elements, the corresponding element 
type and the element dimension are given in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Characteristics of the elements used in the different geometric models. 
Type of 
Geometry 
Element di-
mension (mm) 
Element Type # of elements 
 4 Hexahedral 1900 
PS 2 Hexahedral 3800 
 1 Hexahedral 7600 
    
 4 Shell 475 
CS 2 Shell 1850 
 1 Shell 7500 
    
 4 Shell 2244 
MRIS 2 Shell 6408 
 1 Shell 23095 
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a) b) c) 
Figure 5: Geometric model. a)  Discretized PS with hexahedral elements; b) Discretized CS 
with Shell elements; c) Discretized MRIS with shell elements 
 
To conclude the FEA set-up, we highlight that simulations made by RADIOSS 
obviously asked for hourglass checks, and contact definition. Hourglass was man-
aged by QEPH shell formulation, recommended for high number of elements. 
Contact condition was provided by "type 7" card definition assuming the surgical 
grasper as rigid.  
Experimental results 
In this section we analyze the influence of material models on the FEA set-up, de-
scribed in the previous section. Results are discussed according to the achieved 
stress-strain distributions. 
 
• PS results 
FEA in 2D is often carried out with the aim of simplifying the geometric model, 
combined with a linear elastic approximation of the soft tissues mechanical behav-
ior. Doing so, it reduces execution time and computational cost of the FEA. In the 
PS geometry, an applied load of P = 8gr / mm2 [21] is used to analyse the behavior 
of the three types of material models. 
 
 
 
a) b) 
Figure 6: PS sensibility respect to the length of the element and material model. a) Stress; 
b) Strain 
 
Different behaviour between linear elastic and hyperelastic models is observed in 
Figure 6a, while HE-MR and HE-Y are the same. The similar behaviour of the 
two hyperelastic models indicates that, according to the load conditions imposed 
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in the PS case-study, the two models act similarly. (generally, for higher values of 
strain, HE-Y can fit better the real trends than HE-MR [16]). 
The strain behavior varies notably changing the material models, as shown in in 
Figure 6b. The highest strain value is achieved with HE-Y, the lowest with LE. 
Therefore, it is clear that the linear elastic approximation represents a model stiffer 
than HE ones [17].  
The effect of variation of elements’ length (and consequently their number) is 
more evident for stress values. In Figure 6a, a trend of convergence can be seen 
for number of elements higher than 4000. In Figure 7, the contour-plot of the Von 
Mises equivalent stress is shown for the case of minimum length.  
 
 
Figure 7: Color map of the stress distribution in the PS model (Stress in MPa). 
 
This contour-plot describes the stress distribution in the tissue where the interac-
tion with the surgical grasper occurs. A stress concentration is shown at the free-
edges of the model. The distribution is coherent for each of the three material 
models. 
 
• CS results 
In FEA, simplified 3D geometry may help to understand the phenomena that are 
presented in real geometries. Previous works on FEA of soft tissues [3] recom-
mend to study a simplified geometry, uniform and symmetrical as possible, in or-
der to avoid errors or wrong analysis caused by geometrical irregularities and also 
to develop procedures not influenced by specific cases. 
The CS case study represents a simplified model of the MRIS model of colorectal 
tissue with the set-up conditions established in Section 3. In this case, an explicit 
FEA simulation is made by RADIOSS, taking into account contact and dynamics 
during grasping. 
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a) b) 
Figure 8: CS sensibility respect to the length of the element and material mod-
el. a) Stress; b) Strain.  
Figure 8 shows some differences in stress and strain passing from LE to HE-MR, 
while element length does not provide relevant changes, nor trends of convergence 
like in PS. LE results are higher than HE-MR both for stress and strain. To better 
understand this phenomenon, we have analysed the instant in which the tissue 
starts the contact with in surgical grasper. Figure 9a shows the deformed shape in 
that instant with a particular in the central zone. Figure 9b represents stress con-
tour plot in case of HE-MR. We can observe that the stress gradient starts from the 
lateral zone (free edges) of the CS model and not in the central zone where the 
contact with the grasper starts. This phenomenon is caused by the material high 
flexibility, which involves a local displacement of the tissue before generation of 
stress in the same area. In the LE model for CS case, as reported in Figure 9c, we 
can observe an opposite effect in respect to the HE-MR model. Due to a more rig-
id behaviour, local consented displacements before the generation of stress are 
lower than the HE-MR model. This produces the appearance of stress gradient in 
the area where the contact with the surgical grasper starts. This gives evidence that 
this phenomenon is directly connected to the material behaviour proving that LE 
model has a stiffer behaviour than the HE-MR one. Due to this, stress can be 
overestimated utilising a LE model. This phenomenon produces the same effect in 
strain distribution. Obtained results with HE-MR model for stress and strain val-
ues in PS and CS case are comparable. 
 
 
 
 
a) b) c) 
Figure 9: Stress gradient. a) Particular of the deformed shape at the contact instant; b) 
Stress gradient with the HE-MR model (blue zone with stress < 0.006 MPa, cyan zone with 
stress between 0.006 and 0.01 MPa); c). Stress gradient with the LE model (blue zone with 
stress < 0.4 MPa, cyan zone with stress between 0.4 and 0.8 MPa) 
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• MRIS results 
a) b) 
Figure 10: Stress and strain results. a) Stress in different material models; b) Strain in 
different material models.  
 
In this case, the behaviour obtained between the two types of material models 
corresponds to the effect already described for CS. 
 
Figure 11: Stress contour-map in the MRIS geometric model  
 
The results obtained for the HE-MR model in MRIS case are comparable with 
ones for PS and CS models. Taking into account that the maximum FEA stress is 
0.08 MPa and ultimate strength 0.85MPa [10], it would be said that no damage is 
generated in the tissue with the pressure exerted by the instrument during tighten-
ing operations.  
 
Conclusion 
The three models here evaluated result applicable, with a good level of reliability, 
in increasing deformation field. However, more in particular, LE is more rigid un-
der the same load conditions, followed by HE-MR and HE-Y, which implies that 
for the analysis of complex geometries (free-form shapes), such as colorectal tis-
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sue, the linear elastic model may fail to predict the field of tensions and defor-
mations, thus overestimating strains on the tissue. 
These results are useful in the clinical field: for the evaluation of the feedback 
force on the instrument, for configuration of training devices based on haptic sen-
sors and for combined kinetic-structural simulations of the instrument. 
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